Sunday, 24 June 2018
Good Morning Everyone,
It looks like a beautiful day outside & the
breeze seems to have dropped since
yesterday, so maybe I will get some time
out in the garden later?
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I am hoping they have the weather forecast
right & I can get some quality time out in
the garden in the coming week, but being
on the North Sea coastline often means we
achieve the temperatures but the off shore
breeze makes it too cool to sit out.
There is a family funeral this coming Friday
morning, but that is the only thing I have
on the calendar thus far in the coming
week.
Image 1: I have kept the size of the new
Mono Flowers paper collection down a bit
by keeping it simple, as you see. So
basically once I created the design I simply
kept changing the colour palette to come
up with a rainbow of colours for you.
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Image 2: This is the first sheet in a little set
of six cards – all identical apart from the
colour - & a decoupage sheet for the top of
a box that matches the cards.
So if you want to create a nice gift set you
can, I may even get around to typing up the
notes for the box before I finish uploading
them all.
Image 3: The next sheet in the oval
decoupage set, obviously this one is a
poppy – I love poppies! There are three
more left on file for you to collect.
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Image 4: After I uploaded the last sheets to
the kids page a friend asked if I could
decoupage some of the little critters, so this
is the first of those sheets.
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Images 5 & 6: As I promised last week, as
there were only three of the Alpine flower
decoupage sheets left on file I am uploading
two this week to speed up the process.
Image 7: I like these flower paintings & have
used them before, but they were also
perfect to create a design set around.
Back to the four images & four background
papers with this set, only this time I haven’t
added a frame or panel behind the images
so you can use a contrasting colour to make
them stand out from their background, if
you wish.
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Image 8: I was messing about a while ago
with some digital punches again & came up
with this pretty butterfly which is both the
positive & negative merged together, but I
have added an outline to the positive.
I went on from there to create the
background in order to create this pretty
decoupage card kit, which I have to admit I
am rather taken with, so I hope you like it as
much as I do.
Image 9: I only created two sheets of
stamping panels from this new paper
collection & this is the first of those.
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I simply punched out the shape from a few
sheets of the collection & then from a white
panel & added that in order to give you a
place to position your stamp.
Unlike the previous one’s I have created I
have not faded out the front panel as it just
didn’t look right with this collection
somehow?
Catch up with you all again later.

Rita x

